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<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>
<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>

Lt. K'tarn
::at tac station::

Lt. Love
::at science::

Capt. Bradley
::sitting in Command chair receiving reports::

Lt. K'tarn
Co: Captain i recomand passive sensor only

Cmdr. Olbrun
::Standing behind the helm officer::

Ens. Louis
:: Logging arrival with computer in the shuttle bay ::

Ens. Maverick
:: ordering some ensigns to repair the only still-damaged part of Holodeck 3... 2... whatever ::

Capt. Bradley
K'Tarn: good idea.  Have they shown any signs of detecting us?

Ens. Maverick
Computer: Are all Engineering officers which should be on duty now on duty?

Cmdr. Olbrun
::deep in a thought but still a part of the situation::

Lt. K'tarn
::runs passive scan of Marque ships::

Ens. Louis
:: Leaving Shuttle bay and entering TL for bridge ::

Lt. K'tarn
Co: not yet sir

Capt. Bradley
::nds at K'Tarn::

Ens. Maverick
<Computer> Affirmative... Excluding Lt. Kisay...

Capt. Bradley
::nods::

Capt. Bradley
XO: Commander, any suggestions?

Ens. Louis
:: Enters TL :: "Bridge"

Lt. K'tarn
Co:Sir the ships are small.  And carry cargo of some type

Cmdr. Olbrun
::shaking out of her thought:: CO: Can we scan the cargo of those ships?

Ens. Maverick
:: sits in CEO's chair and starts some diagnostics ::

Lt. K'tarn
::montiers the marquie vessel for signs that they spotted them::

Capt. Bradley
K'Tarn: what about that?  Can we scan thier cargo on passives only?

Ens. Louis
:: TL arrives at the bridge and Ens. Louis exits to make his way to Cmdr. Olbrun ::

Ens. Maverick
Computer: Start very thourough Level 3 diagnostic. Scan EVERY system on board. Including ones that are not in use.

Dr Snow
::in my office....reading reports::

Lt. K'tarn
::pulls up computer id on enemy vessels::

Capt. Bradley
::waiting for K'Tarn to respond::

Lt. K'tarn
::tires to scan cargo with passive sensors::

Ens. Maverick
Computer: When will the Diagnostic be done? <Computer>33.92 Minutes

Ens. Louis
Commander Olbrun: Ensign Louis reporting for duty, sir.

Lt. K'tarn
Co: Negative sir.  They have their shields up. and an active scan will give us away

Cmdr. Olbrun
::turning around:: Louis: Welcome aboard.

Cmdr. Olbrun
Louis: Take your station.

Ens. Louis
:: Nods :: Thank you sir.

Lt. K'tarn
::begins looking at computer records on enmey ships specs.::

Capt. Bradley
K'Tarn: what about that radar gizmo you installed earlier.  Is that still operational?

Cmdr. Olbrun
::she turns back to the viewscreen, puzzling out the situation::

Ens. Louis
:: Moves to OPS and activates the screen ::

Lt. Love
Bradley: i cannot get through there shields with passive scans either.

Ens. Maverick
Computer: Begin. Now, scan Engine core for any unnormal phomenon or anything out of the ordinary... Begin.

Capt. Bradley
::notices the new Ensign and that he has reported on time...barely.::
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<<ACTION:  THE MAQUIS SHIPS CONTINUE TO ENTER THE WORMHOLE BRINGING IN MORE AND MORE CARGO OF SOME SORT>>

Lt. K'tarn
Co: yes sir but that will not tell us whats the ships are carrying

Ens. Louis
Commander: May I suggest an action?

Ens. Maverick
<Computer>Nothing unusual found

Cmdr. Olbrun
::looking down at Louis:: You may.

Capt. Bradley
Bridge: People, I need to know what size, type, number and tactical status of those ships.  I also need to know how stable that wormhole is.

Lt. K'tarn
::enters data on enmey vessel into tac computers::

Lt. K'tarn
Co: work on the tactical status now sir

Ens. Louis
Commander: I have read that Tachyon Pulses sometimes will penetrate Maquis shield quite effectively.

Capt. Bradley
::stands and looks around bridge while speaking::

Lt. Love
Bradley: sensors are showing that these ships are comming in from all over the quadrant..

Lt. K'tarn
Co: Sir it will but it may give us away

Cmdr. Olbrun
Tac: Use the Ensign's suggestion. Warm up the deflector dish for tacheyon pulses.

Dr Snow
::sickbay still on yellow alert......going to bridge to see whats going on::

Ens. Louis
Commander: Consider using a class 1 probe to execute this procedure.

Lt. K'tarn
::runs passive scans on enemy vessels::

Capt. Bradley
Bridge: If we need to use active sensors, then do it.  We need to know what we're up against.

Cmdr. Olbrun
Tac: We need to know what's going on. And we can continue to mask ourselves in the feedback from the wormhole.

Ens. Maverick
Warp core at 100% efficiancy... Same with Impulse. All Thrusters except for Port Thruster 3 are at 100% efficiancy. Port Thruster 3 is at 61% efficiancy and rising...

Lt. K'tarn
CO: Aye sir but that action may give us away i recomand going to red alert before going head with such action

Ens. Louis
:: turns back to station and continues reviewing systems functions ::

Dr Snow
::enter TL:: Bridge

Capt. Bradley
Helm: goto one third impulse.  Bring us closer, but use the wormhole to mask us.

Ens. Maverick
Computer: Isn't there any way you can finish the L3 diagnostic sooner..? 

Cmdr. Olbrun
<Mai Ai at helm> Aye, sir.

Lt. K'tarn
::prepares deflector dish for tachyon pulse::

Capt. Bradley
K'Tarn: recommendation noted, but red alert may be premature.

Ens. Louis
:: help coordinate sensors ::

Ens. Maverick
<Computer>Negative.

Lt. K'tarn
Co: Sir where ready for the pulse

Ens. Maverick
Damn... 

Capt. Bradley
K'Tarn; let me know the second they seem to notice us.

Capt. Bradley
Execute

Lt. K'tarn
::runs passive sensor to get ready on the types of ships::

Lt. K'tarn
CO: Aye sir::starts pulse::

Dr Snow
::exit TL....walking to bridge::

Ens. Maverick
Hmm... I've been thinking. Simmons, come over here

Cmdr. Olbrun
::she heads for Tactical:: 

Ens. Maverick
<Simmons> Yes, sir?

Lt. K'tarn
Co: SIr i picking up a slight engery reading sourcce is unknown!
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ACTION: A SMALL TEAM OF MAQUIS COMMANDOS BEAM ONTO THE BRIDGE WITH SPECIAL DEVICES AND GRAB THE DOCTOR AND CMDR. OLBRUN.  THEY BEAM OFF IMMEDIATELY.

Capt. Bradley
K'TArn: Locate!

Capt. Bradley
What the hell?

Ens. Louis
:: Taken by surprise, I begin to trace the source of the transport ::

Lt. K'tarn
*all decks*:Intruder alert::fires of a shot::

Cmdr. Olbrun
::she lets out a squak and then is gone::

Capt. Bradley
All: Red Alert! {alert}

Capt. Bradley
All: locate the source of the beam!

Ens. Louis
#Computer: Locate and inventory all personel.

Ens. Maverick
I want to see if we can make a Static warp bubble around are ship that would... :: cuts off when Red Alert klaxon sounds :: We'll do this later! Get to your stations, everyone.

Lt. Love
::watches as the cmdr and the doc are taken..::

Lt. K'tarn
::begins try to track down the location of the transpoter beam::

Ens. Maverick
Computer: Reason for Red Alert.

Capt. Bradley
Love: Lt. how powerful was that beam?

Ens. Louis
Captain: The computer shows that Lt. Taylor and Lt. Kisay are also missing.

Lt. K'tarn
::watchs the enmey vessel for sign of detection::

Ens. Louis
Captain: A total of 4 crew have been taken.

Ens. Maverick
<Computer> Dr. Snow and Cmdr. Olbrun were abducted by Maqui commandos

Lt. Love
Bradley: the beam was powerfull , and it originated from the worm hole..

Capt. Bradley
::face begins to redden at the news::

Lt. K'tarn
::runs sweep of ship to ensure that no Maqui commandos are still on board::

Ens. Maverick
:: checks status of ship and what is going on ::

Capt. Bradley
{#}Engineering: Maverick, begin a random frequency program on the shields.  I don't want that happening again!

Ens. Maverick
Hmm... If that wormole is not as stable as the Bajoran one but still is slightly stable...

Ens. Maverick
{#}Aye, sir!

Lt. K'tarn
Co: Sir no more inruders on board

Capt. Bradley
Computer: reset all command codes to Bradley Beta 5.

Lt. K'tarn
{#}All Decks: Cancel intruder alert]

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::trying to determine surroundings::

Ens. Maverick
We could generate a static warp bubble and travel through it without engines being damaged...

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::realises that she's been seperated from Snow::

Dr Snow
@::wondering where the heck i am....it's too dark to see::

Ens. Louis
:: transfers Helm to OPS console ::

Capt. Bradley
Louis: Ensign, just for grins, try to contact the Commander.

Lt. K'tarn
Co: Sir it apears that the marqui know we are here

Ens. Louis
Capt: Aye sir.

Ens. Maverick
And that would also stop any Maqui ships inside the bubble from warping away...

Ens. Louis
{#} Griffon to Commander Olbun, do you copy?

Lt. K'tarn
::insures that Phasers are powered up::

Ens. Louis
:: Attempts to lock onto commander's communicator badge ::

Lt. K'tarn
::insures torpedo are armed::

Dr Snow
@::trying to move but can't:: Commander? Are you here

Ens. Louis
:: Begins scanning for any of the 4 crew members ::

Capt. Bradley
Louis: let me guess, no response?

Ens. Louis
Captain: No response for any of the crew.

Ens. Louis
Capt: Too much interference from the worm hole.

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she hears Snow:: I'm here, but I can't see, and I can't move.

Capt. Bradley
K'Tarn/Love: have you guys gotten a number of vessels out there?

Kris
<Maquis Pilot>  Hey you guys!   Knock off the chatter back there!

Ens. Louis
:: Continues to scan the ships for communicator badges ::

Dr Snow
@::listening intently..trying to determine surroundings by sound::..Cmdr: Neither can I

Lt. K'tarn
::runs sensor sweep to get a count and types of enemy vessels::

Lt. K'tarn
CO: working on it sir

Lt. Love
Bradley:I am registering at least 11 ships..

Capt. Bradley
Ops: Ensign, hail the Maquis.

Lt. K'tarn
Co: SIr i am getting dozens of ships

Ens. Louis
Lt. K'tarn: Are you picking up any warp signatures of ship which have recently left this sector?

Dr Snow
@::hear slight hum of small engine::

Ens. Maverick
{#}Captain: Did you get that last message?

Lt. K'tarn
::scans for warp signatures::

Capt. Bradley
Mav: No, Ensign, I didn't.

Ens. Louis
Captin: Aye.

Lt. Love
Bradley: i am picking up more ...

Ens. Louis
{hailing} Maquis ship: This is the U.S.S. Griffon.

Ens. Maverick
{#}Sir... We could form a Static Warp bubble and we could extend it around most of the Maqui ships, thus preventing them from warping if they are in it..

Kris
<<Maquis ship>>  Yeah?  So what?

Lt. Love
Bradley: i have widened my scans, i am now picking up dozens..

Ens. Louis
Captain: Maquis on comm.

Capt. Bradley
#mav: there are alot of ships for that.  Work on it though.

Ens. Maverick
#Capt.: Aye Aye, sir.

Ens. Maverick
Simmons, you heard my idea. Work on it with me.

Ens. Louis
:: Patches communications thru to the Captain ::

Capt. Bradley
Maquis: This is Captain Bradley of the USS Griffon.  What is the meaning of stealing my crew members?

Lt. K'tarn
::runs scan to see if any ships had gone to warp latley and to see if all the ships are the same class::

Capt. Bradley
::stands and walks towards the screen::

Ens. Louis
:: Puts comm on screen ::

Kris
[Maquis Ship]    Ah.  We've heard of you, Captain "Bratley".  We're not impressed.  See ya around, chum.

Dr Snow
@::trying to wiggle out of restraints::

Ens. Louis
:: Raises eyebrow at maquis attitude ::

Cmdr. Olbrun
@Snow: We need to determine how many of us were taken.

Kris
ACTION: THE MAQUIS SHIP WITH THE HOSTAGES ARRIVES AT ITS DESTINATION.  THE HOSTAGES' BLINDFOLDS ARE REMOVED.

Capt. Bradley
Maquis: Identify yourself and your reasons for being in this area.

Ens. Louis
:: Attempts to create a carrier wave on the communications band for scanning the Maquis ship ::

Dr Snow
@::feels blindfold yanked off::

Ens. Maverick
<Computer>Level 3 Diagnostic complete. All systems are working at regular perimiters.

Ens. Louis
Captain: Communication have been terminated.

Capt. Bradley
::not really expecting the truth::

Ens. Louis
:: Scans terminated with communications ::

Lt. K'tarn
::runs active scan of Marqui ships::

Dr Snow
@::see Cmdr a couple meters away::
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ACTION: THE HOSTAGES ARE HERDED INTO AN AIRLOCK AND ENTER WHAT SEEMS TO BE A LARGER SHIP.

Lt. K'tarn
::runs active scan of Marqui ship's cargo area::

Capt. Bradley
Love: is there a way we can track residue from a beam that powerful?

Ens. Maverick
:: sits back in chair yawning ::

Ens. Louis
Captain: I am unable to re-establish communications.

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::her eyes readjust to the light, and see's Taylor and Kisay::

Kris
@[Maquis Commander]  Hostages:  You have been brought here to help us complete what is to be the most magnificent moment in our history.

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she doesn't say anything, just looking::

Ens. Maverick
:: sees Greenhorn :: Hey, Greenhorn. Help Simmons and I with this Static Warp Bubble idea. K?

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she raises an eyebrow at this:: 

Ens. Maverick
<Greenhorn>Sure, Dust.

Dr Snow
@::satring at maquis cmdr::

Capt. Bradley
::waiting for Love to respond::

Capt. Bradley
K'Tarn: how stable is that wormhole?

Lt. K'tarn
Co: Sir i am runing active scans of the cargo area no info yet

Lt. K'tarn
::runs scan of wormhole::

Lt. Love
Bradley: Sir, i have tracked where the beam has originated, the residue leads to coordinates 115 mark 4, near the center of the wormhole..

Kris
@[Maquis Commander]  Hostages:  You engineers will help out our engineering staff complete the work on our newest variable phase warp coils.  You there...::pointing at the Doc::  Who are you?

Capt. Bradley
Love: Does it go through the hole?

Cmdr. Olbrun
@Maquis: I don't know where you get the idea I'm an engineer. I'm a command officer.

Lt. K'tarn
Co: Wormhole is very stable

Capt. Bradley
::walks up to science station::

Dr Snow
@Maquis Cmdr: I am Chief Medical Officer Smow

Lt. K'tarn
::Runs scan to see what the Marqui ships are carrying::

Kris
@[Maquis Commander]  ::whacks Olbrun across the mouth::  We have our intelligence, Federation pig.

Lt. Love
Bradley: the beam originates from inside the worm hole....dead center..

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::her head snaps back, and blood trickles down from a split lip:: 

Capt. Bradley
K'Tarn: inform Starfleet of the situation and that we'll be going through the wormhole.

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she then spits at the Maquis:: Watch who you're calling a pig.

Kris
@[Maquis Commander] Snow:  Doctor?  You're a Doctor?  Hmph.  Can you do any REAL work?  How did we pick you anyway?  ::muttering::

Kris
@[MC] ::eyebrows raise::  Ahhhh....one with some spunk.  You'd make a fine crewman for me.  ::smiling::

Ens. Louis
:: Sets coordinates on helm for the worm hole ::

Ens. Maverick
Ok, this Static Warp Bubble WILL work! We just need to get some more energy from emergancy reserves... Don't use any of thhat for testing... Just use it if we REALLY do this, ok?

Capt. Bradley
Helm: set course 115 mark 4 and engage at warp one.

Lt. K'tarn
Co: Aye sir::Opens a channel to StarFleet HQ and begins sending them logs and sensor reports along with a brief report::

Dr Snow
@::glares at maquis cmdr.::

Ens. Louis
Capt: Aye sir, 115 mark 4. Engaging.

Ens. Maverick
<Greenhorn> Sure thing, Dust. <Simmons>Gotcha, Dustin.

Ens. Louis
{warp}

Capt. Bradley
Engineering: Maverick, keep those shield freq's rotating and at full power.

Lt. K'tarn
::watch the marqui ships as they apparch the wormhole::

Cmdr. Olbrun
@ ::she stares hard at the Maquis, and then checks on her crew::

Kris
@[MC] Snow:  You're not too bad yourself.  I notice that your men are a bit quiet however...::glancing at the silent Lt. Kisay::   Well...get to work.  ::gesturing to Maquis crew to take hostages::

Ens. Louis
:: Continues to track the source and steer the helm to follow to the origin ::

Ens. Maverick
:: smiles :: I wonder how many CEO's have their underlings calling them nicknames and their real name ::

Capt. Bradley
Helm: steady as she goes.  ETA to wormhole?

Kris
ACTION: THE MAQUIS CREW TAKE THE GRIFFON HOSTAGES BELOW DECKS AND PUT THEM TO WORK IN ENGINEERING.

Ens. Louis
Capt: 1 minute 30 seconds.

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::Dara looks around the room, recognizing faces from other ships::

Capt. Bradley
K'Tarn: be ready on all weapons.

Lt. K'tarn
{#}Smith: Get your teamready for a rescuee mission

Ens. Maverick
<Kisay>MC: If you need more engineers, I have this friend... called Dustin Maverick...

Ens. Louis
Capt: 1 minute to the wormhold.

Lt. K'tarn
::double checks weapons status::CO: Tac  is ready.  

Kris
ACTION: THE OTHER HOSTAGES IN ENGINEERING NOD AT THE NEW FEDERATION ARRIVALS.

Lt. K'tarn
<Smith>{#}K'tarn aye sir we are heading to tr 3 now::

Lt. K'tarn
CO: Sir Sec team standing by in tr 3

Dr Snow
@::looking at all the people in engineering::

Ens. Louis
Captain: 30 Seconds to the wormhole.

Lt. Love
::wondering if amber is alright..::

Ens. Maverick
Shields now rotating at 40190 different frequencys per minute.

Capt. Bradley
K'Tarn: assemble a boarding party.  Use the emergency transporters if necessary.

Lt. K'tarn
<smith>::make sure all his men are on the pads::

Ens. Louis
Capt: Entering wormhole on my mark....

Lt. K'tarn
Co: all ready done sir

Ens. Louis
Capt: Mark. {~}

Capt. Bradley
Love: Lt, give me a running account on sensors.  any and all info.

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she gets shoved in front of a panel and her binders are removed::<Maquis> Get to it. ::pats Dara's cheek:: And after this, you're mine.

Lt. K'tarn
::motions to Luke to take over helm::

Lt. Love
Bradley: aye sir.

Ens. Louis
:: Transfers helm back ::

Lt. K'tarn
Co: Sir i like permsion to go to tr1 to lead the assult

Dr Snow
@::trying to remember something from engineering class....hmm.::

Ens. Maverick
<Kisay>Maquis guard: But really, this Dustin Maverick is a GREAT engineer!

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she turns a cold shoulder, and then looks at the person next to her:: Weren't you on the Fairbanks?

Lt. K'tarn
<luke>::takes over the tac station::

Capt. Bradley
K'Tarn: not just yet.  I may need you on the weapons.

Lt. Love
Bradley: vessels still entering wormhole..

Ens. Louis
Captain: Holding course.

Lt. K'tarn
Co: Aye sir ::takes back tac station::

Cmdr. Olbrun
@<Ornay Debrial> Yes....do I know you?

Lt. Love
Bradley: i am now able to scan the contents of their cargo..

Capt. Bradley
K'Tarn: how are the Mquis responding to our entry?

Lt. K'tarn
::checks board to see all sec team are in place::

Lt. K'tarn
::runs scan to see the maqrui reaction::

Capt. Bradley
Love: let's have it, Lt.

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she starts checking into the systems that she's working on::Ornay: No, but by the time this is over you will.

Lt. Love
Bradley: they are carrying ship parts and associated equipment..

Lt. K'tarn
Co: Sir they are ingoreing us,  They seem to be engrossed in their shuttling dutys

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::looking under a panel she finds some tools::

Ens. Louis
:: Thinks that is quite unusual for maquis ::

Lt. K'tarn
Co: Boarding teams are standyby in tr 1, 2, 3, and 4

Ens. Louis
:: Busy like worker bee's ::

Capt. Bradley
::turns to the screen:: Love: track thier course.  Let's see what they're building.

Dr Snow
@::if i jump this wire to this chip...i might be able to...::

Lt. Love
Bradley: yes sir..

Kris
ACTION: THE MAQUIS GUARDS ARE ARROGANTLY IGNORING THE FEDERATION HOSTAGES AS THEY WORK.

Capt. Bradley
K'Tarn: Thank you,Lt.

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she starts to dismantle a few relays::

Lt. Love
::monitering ships as they enter the wormhole..

Lt. K'tarn
::runs scan for trill lifesigns::

Capt. Bradley
Love: sensors, Lt.

Lt. K'tarn
Co: Picking up faint trill lifesign from the center of the wormhole

Dr Snow
@::oh what the heck....does it....a few little sparks...nothing else::

Lt. Love
Bradley: Sir, not all of the ships are entering the wormhole, just the ones carrying cargo..

Capt. Bradley
Love: can you project thier course?

Ens. Maverick
:: yawns :: sheesh, I wish I could go on an away team or something where I got of the ship... I can't get used to this always-stay-on-the-ship life...

Dr Snow
@::looking around to see if anyone noticed....nope::

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she looks back at Snow, and then goes over to borrow a tool::

Kris
ACTION: A PANEL FALLS OFF THE UPPER WALL AND LANDS ON MAVERICK'S HEAD.  DUST AND DEBRIS ARE EVERYWHERE AROUND HIM.

Lt. Love
Bradley: No sir, we would have to enter the worm hole to find out more info on there destination..

Ens. Maverick
D'OH!!!!

Capt. Bradley
::turns to K'Tarn::did you say you picked up Trill life signs?

Ens. Maverick
:: falls off chair and slips out of counciousness ::

Lt. K'tarn
Co: Aye sir from the center of the wormhole

Dr Snow
@::sees cmdr. coming over::

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::very casually:: Doctor, do you have a spanner I can use? Mine seems to be broken...

Ens. Maverick
:: people run over and lift the panel of my head to see the clean, fresh, pine-cented blood oozing out of my head ::

Dr Snow
@Cmdr: Sure, I think there is one right over here......

Capt. Bradley
Louis: Ensign, slave helm to Ops and increase to warp two.  Try to track Lt. K'Tarns Trill readings.

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she leans down to talk to the Doctor:: How are you at sabotage?

Ens. Maverick
<Greenhorn>{#}Sickbay: Medical emergancy, Main engineering...

Ens. Louis
Captain: Aye, warp 2. {warp}

Ens. Louis
:: Begins to frantically scan for Trill readings ::

Capt. Bradley
::still burning up under the collar at his crew bieng violated::

Lt. Love
Bradley: sensors indicate that maqui activity is near..

Dr Snow
@Cmdr: my engineering skills are a little rusty but i think i can help ::grinning::

Ens. Maverick
:: medical people run in and wipe up blood and heal the wound ::

Ens. Louis
Captain: Exiting the wormhole... calibrating sensors now.

Capt. Bradley
Love: maximum sensors.  I don't want any surprises.

Kris
@[Maquis Guard] ::looking admiringly at Snow's figure::

Ens. Louis
:: Still scanning ::

Ens. Maverick
:: gets up and falls onto chair ::

Lt. K'tarn
Co: Sir trill lifesign are getting stronger about 15 minutes away cordinate 15.230

Capt. Bradley
Louis: locate our position.

Ens. Louis
:: Verifies coordinates and prgrams helm ::

Lt. Love
Bradley: sensors on max...i am reading activity dead ahead..

Ens. Louis
Captain: Readings are true, helm is ready to respond.

Cmdr. Olbrun
@Snow: Let's get as many main systems down as we can, and try to keep him quiet.

Lt. K'tarn
::runs diag on targteing sensors::

Capt. Bradley
Love: I'm going out on a limb here, but are the Trill readings coming from the same area you're scanning?

Kris
@[Maquis Guard]  ::sidling up to Snow and leering quietly at her::

Dr Snow
@Cmdr: Yes sir....

Ens. Maverick
I'm ok... I'll just sit and roll around and do my work...

Lt. Love
Bradley: i confirm Lt. K'tarns readings on lifeforms..

Ens. Maverick
:: medical people leave ::

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::pushing the guard out of the way:: Back off, pretty boy.

Ens. Maverick
Damn it... What drugs did they just gimme?

Capt. Bradley
Helm: adjust course to mark 15.230.

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she grips her spanner as a threat::

Ens. Louis
Captain: Course 15 mark 230

Ens. Louis
:: Adjust course ::

Ens. Maverick
:: rolls over to main engineering console :: i'm just happy a pipe didn't hit me...

Kris
ACTION: SEVERAL SMALL MAQUIS SHIPS COME FLYING OUT OF THE WORMHOLE AND FIRE AT THE GRIFFON, THEN RETREAT. 

Lt. Love
Bradley: yes ...reading are comming from same vicinity..

Capt. Bradley
Louis: magnify viewer.

Lt. K'tarn
{#}All Sec strike teams:Prepare for assutl::

Dr Snow
::looking at gaurd....little smile...::

Ens. Louis
:: Falls out of chair and gets right back up ::

Lt. K'tarn
CO: sir we under attack

Capt. Bradley
All: damage report!

Dr Snow
::thinking about stabbing him if he gets too close::

Lt. K'tarn
::Runs damage report::

Ens. Louis
Captain: Aye, magnifying.

Ens. Maverick
:: looks around :: Phew! I am happy a pipe didn't hit me after I said that...

Kris
@[Guard]  Spunky too.  Hm.  ::still leering, but backing off::

Ens. Louis
Captain: OPS reports, no damage.

Dr Snow
@::going back to "work"....glad gaurd backed off::

Capt. Bradley
K'Tarn: set phasers to fire at  any vessels that come within transporter range.

Ens. Louis
Captain: All systems check.

Lt. Love
Bradley: Science, no damage..

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::going back to her work with a vengence::

Ens. Maverick
Anyway, lets save this static warp bubble idea into the computer and end our testing...

Lt. K'tarn
Co:No damage sir ships are returning for another pass

Kris
ACTION: THE MAQUIS FIGHTERS COME AROUND FOR ANOTHER PASS AT THE GRIFFON AND CONTINUE FIRING...

Ens. Louis
Captain: They are coming around for another pass.

Capt. Bradley
K'Tarn: fire phasers at lead ships!

Lt. K'tarn
::Fires phaser at incoming Maqui ships::

Capt. Bradley
::really getting upset now::

Ens. Maverick
:: watches ceiling worried that something will fall and hit him again since of the constant attacks against our macho ship ::

Kris
ACTION: THE GRIFFON'S FABULOUS TACTICAL OFFICER HITS 2 OF THE MAQUIS FIGHTERS AND DESTROYS THEM...THE OTHERS ESCAPE.

Capt. Bradley
K'Tarn: set phasers as I specified.  Computer control.

Ens. Louis
Captain: Continuing to track Trill lifesigns.

Ens. Maverick
:: falls off chair - gets back on ::

Lt. K'tarn
Co: Sir two marqu ships destoryed

Capt. Bradley
Louis: ETA to lifesigns?

Ens. Louis
Capt: Dead ahead, sir. 

Lt. K'tarn
::plase phaser on auto fire to fire on any ship closing with in tranpoer range::

Capt. Bradley
Helm; All stop!

Ens. Louis
Captain: All stop, Aye.

Lt. Love
Bradley: Sir, i am picking up strong lifesigns, but irregular..

Ens. Maverick
:: engines recharging after being hit from Maquis pea-shooters ::

Dr Snow
@::glad that ruining something is alot easier than fixing it::

Lt. Love
Bradley: or should i say agitated..

Capt. Bradley
Love: Sensor report can we see what they are biulding?

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::is wrecking things with a passion, and Ornay is helping::

Ens. Maverick
:: mutters :: goto qo'nos you stupid maquis dingdongs...

Lt. K'tarn
::runs sensor sweep for trill lifesigns::

Lt. Love
Bradley: we are comming close to visual range..

Ens. Maverick
:: static warp bubble info saved ::

Capt. Bradley
on screen!

Kris
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